
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The globalist takeover agenda is nothing if not comprehensive. They’re coming at us from every

possible angle, and whether we’re talking about biosecurity, <nance, housing,  health care, energy,

transportation or food, all the changes we’re now seeing have one goal, and that is to force

compliance with a totalitarian slave system.

In an April 27, 2022, blog post,  investigative journalist Corey Lynn takes a deep dive into the new

food system being put into place, and how it is geared to control you.

“‘Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control

whole continents; who controls money can control the world.’ This famous quote by Henry

Kissinger is ringing more and more true by the week,” Lynn writes.

“The globalists already control the majority of the money, are moving ever so swiftly to

convert the energy system over into systems they are all invested in, and have been taking

drastic measures to control the food industry while running much of it under the radar. If

they control the seeds they control the food, and if they control the food they can use the

digital ID to control consumer access to the food.

While a rash of Gres suddenly destroy food processing, meat, and fertilizer plants, during a

time where farmers are hurting and supply chain issues are kicking in, an entire traceable

food infrastructure system has already been built in multiple cities and is making its way

across the globe ...

The USDA and FDA have already approved lab grown meat, genetically modiGed cattle, and

are funding the globalists to research and develop cellular agriculture as well as indoor

growers and genetics companies ...

Union PaciGc is mandating railroad shipping reductions by 20% impacting CF Industries

Holdings, the world’s largest fertilizer company. Vanguard, BlackRock and State Street

happen to be the top shareholders of Union PaciGc, and BlackRock and Vanguard are in the

top three shareholders of CF Industries Holdings.

By mapping some of the largest vertical farms, it reveals the crops, grocery stores involved,

locations and billions pouring in by globalist investors and shareholders. It quickly

becomes evident that this is the global plan to control all produce — ingredients that go

into all food products.”

The Secret Monopoly

As noted by Lynn, this monopoly has been locked into place over the course of many years. Slowly

but surely, the monopoly has grown, under the radar of public consciousness, which in turn has

resulted in food getting simultaneously more expensive and less accessible.

Now, as the <nal pieces are being put into place, many are waking up to the realization that we’ve

been massively fooled and are now at the mercy of a <gurative “handful” of unelected people

whose megalomania is unsurpassed in human history.

“ Combined, the three largest investment firms in
the world, BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street,
have ownership in nearly 90% of all S&P 500 firms.
Through their investment holdings they secretly
wield monopoly control over ALL industries, so the
idea that there is competition anywhere in the
marketplace is really just a clever illusion.”

While the presence of hundreds of food brands gives the appearance of market competition, the

reality is that the food industry is monopolized by fewer than a dozen companies,  and all of them,

in turn, are largely owned by BlackRock and Vanguard. The growing fake meat market is similarly

dominated by a very small number of large food giants  which, again, are owned by BlackRock and

Vanguard.

BlackRock alone holds $10 trillion in assets,  up from $6 trillion in 2017.  Combined, the three

largest investment <rms in the world, BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street, have ownership in

nearly 90% of all S&P 500 <rms.

Through their investment holdings they secretly wield monopoly control over ALL industries, so the

idea that there is competition anywhere in the marketplace is really just an illusion. You never

learned about their ever-expanding monopoly because they also own the centralized media.

It’s hard to tell which of the two is more inYuential. Vanguard owns a large share of Blackrock.

Owners and stockholders of Vanguard include Rothschild Investment Corp,  Edmond De Rothschild

Holding,  the Italian Orsini family, the American Bush family, the British Royal family, the du Pont

family, and the Morgan, Vanderbilt and Rockefeller families.

Blackrock, meanwhile, has been called the "fourth branch of government," as they are the only

private <rm that has <nancial agreements to lend money to the central banking system.

Food Security Is Undermined by Patentable Food

In 2014, the U.S. Congress established the Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research Act

(FFAR) through the Farm Bill. After siphoning off $200 million in taxpayer funds to get the

foundation started, FFAR became a nongovernmental not-for-pro<t organization. Bill Gates is one

of its funders, and its <rst board of directors included deputy director Dr. Robert Horsch of the Bill &

Melinda Gates Foundation.

The mission of FFAR is to “connect funders, researchers and farmers through public-private

partnerships to support audacious research addressing the biggest food and agriculture

challenges.”  In reality, it’s been used to undermine food security by increasing reliance on gene-

edited and patentable foods.

In April 2019, FFAR launched the Precision Indoor Plants (PIP) Consortium, a public-private

partnership of indoor growers, breeders and genetics companies with the shared goal of advancing

speed-breeding and altering plant chemicals responsible for Yavor, nutrition and medicinal value.

Five key crops being worked on are lettuce, tomatoes, strawberries, cilantro and blueberries.

In August 2020, Monsanto/Bayer helped found a startup called Unfold, which develops new

vegetable seed varieties speci<cally geared for vertical farms. According to Lynn, “GMOs already

account for 75 to 80% of food Americans consume,”  and once fresh produce is under patent, that

percentage will inch closer to 100%.

The University of California is also working on plant-based mRNA vaccines. The idea there is to

disseminate vaccines through the conventional food supply,  which puts a whole new spin on the

old adage to “Let thy food be thy medicine.”

“Bill Gates insists that droughts and climate change is destroying our ability to farm and

that the future will consist of populations moving into metropolitan cities where indoor

vertical farming is necessary to feed people.

If this is the case, why has he acquired 242,000 acres of farmland over the past decade

while simultaneously investing in indoor vertical farming? Who gets to sit at the table with

healthy produce served up by Gates while the rest of the population eats gene-edited

produce from locked-down facilities, delivered to their local grocery store, and accessed

only through a digital ID?” Lynn asks.

“Meanwhile, the Consultative Group of International Agriculture Research (CGIAR) holds

the world’s largest private seed banks consisting of 10% of the worldwide germplasm

across the globe, which is controlled by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Rockefeller

and Ford Foundations, and World Bank, managing 768,576 accessions of hijacked farmers

seeds ...

[W]hat’s going to happen to the farmers when these astronomically enormous indoor

vertical farm facilities have taken over every major city, locked in contracts with all major

grocery store chains, and are funded by some of the same billionaire globalists who are

seeking to control human beings through every industry for their fourth industrial

revolution?

It’s a legitimate concern. Add ‘gene-editing,’ ‘smart,’ ‘traceable,’ and ‘net zero’ to the

production of these facilities, and the fact that they are still moving full speed ahead on

digital IDs and currency, and it becomes even more concerning ...

Whereas this provides a lot of explanation on the absolute intentional demolition to all of

our farmers on the seed, vegetable, and produce front, people should also be aware of

what’s been taking place with cattle ranchers and the globalists’ plan to take over the meat

industry as well.”

Controlled Demolition of the Protein Supply Is Underway

As I explained in yesterday’s weaponized bird Yu article, alleged outbreaks of bird Yu and COVID-19

in food animals, along with drought and fertilizer shortages, have led to the mass culling of Yocks

and cattle herds  around the world. So much so, we’re now told to expect egg,  poultry and meat

shortages.

Add to that a global fertilizer shortage that is limiting the amount of animal feed that can be

produced this year, and the curious decision to limit U.S. fertilizer shipments on trains, which

restricts distribution and raises the cost of what little remains. Experts predict it may take up to

three years to replenish global grain stocks,  and in the meantime, farmers won’t have a readily

available supply to feed their livestock.

Canada-based Nutrien Ltd., the world’s largest fertilizer company, recently warned the shortage is

likely to extend into 2023. The price of fertilizer has also “skyrocketed to absurd heights that have

never been seen before,” The Economic Collapse Blog reports.

The U.S. and U.K. are also paying farmers to not farm all their available land, California is paying

farmers to grow less, ostensibly to save water, and the U.K. is encouraging farmers to retire by

offering them a lump sum of £100,000 — all while publicly predicting looming food shortages.  On

top of that, the two largest water reservoirs in California have also fallen to “critically low levels”

and wild<res are devastating agricultural land across the western half of the U.S.

Food production is being blatantly attacked and irrationally restricted on so many fronts, it’s clearly

an intentional demolition of primary protein sources  — meat, egg and dairy.

“February 1, 2016 the Good Food Institute was launched ... with funding from the Bill &

Melinda Gates Foundation, the Open Philanthropy Project, and Y Combinator, with the goal

to ‘reimagine meat production,’” Lynn writes.

“In October 2021, the Good Food Institute celebrated the USDA’s $10 million grant for the

creation of the Grst-ever National Institute for Cellular Agriculture at Tufts University so

they can back researchers in manufactured meat.

To be certain all of these goals are locked into place and the UN 2030 agenda is achieved,

disrupting the fertilizer industry, food supply chain, and a rash of coincidental Gres to food

processing plants sure would help to seal the deal, wouldn’t it?”

The Emperor Has No Clothes

In a blatantly self-serving gesture, Gates has publicly called for the West to quit eating beef and

transition to lab-grown meats, ostensibly to address climate change. He’s also railed against

legislative attempts to make sure fake meats are properly labeled, since labeling would slow down

public acceptance.

Not surprisingly, Gates is <nancially invested in several faux meat companies.  As luck or

godlike foresight would have it, he’s also invested in genetically engineered fertilizer alternatives.

Lynn writes:

“Bill Gates explained his love for fertilizer in 2018 while in Tanzania.  Coincidentally, Gates-

led and Rockefeller-funded Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) has been an

epic fail, with a Grst ever evaluation report  that came out on February 28, 2022 after a 15-

year effort with bold claims to rescue Africa’s small farmers.

Their false promise to ‘double yields and incomes for 30 million farming households by

2020’ was removed from their website in June 2020 after an assessment by Tufts

University revealed little evidence of progress, and in fact showed a 31% increase in

hunger.

Evaluators stated there were many deGciencies and AGRA’s reporting and monitoring data

was weak. Even the German government is considering pulling funding from AGRA over

their pesticide use, which is ironic because Gates claims we need to remove pesticides in

the U.S. and move to indoor vertical farming ...

One of AGRA’s biggest achievements was their participation in 72 agricultural policy

reforms in 11 African countries, pertaining to seed, fertilizer and market access. Laws were

created to protect intellectual property rights for ‘certiGed’ seeds, as penalties were created

for open-source seed sharing.

Imagine being a farmer, homesteader or gardener and having to share and trade seeds on

the black market so you don’t get penalized. Anyone who believes they won’t try this in the

U.S. is kidding themselves, especially since the globalists hold the largest private seeds

banks, and invest in the largest commercial seed companies ...

On March 17, 2022, a notice was published  to the U.S. Federal Register seeking

comments by May 16, 2022 on Competition and Intellectual Property System: Seeds and

Other Agricultural Inputs. Remember to read through the proper lens when reviewing this

notice that derived from an executive order signed by Biden in July, 2021 on promoting

competition in the American economy.

Their ultimate goal — every human being, every piece of food, resource, and product on this

planet will be tracked and traced via blockchain. This isn’t a theory — it is their goal. In July,

2021, the FDA released their ‘New Era of Smarter Food Safety’ which consists of using

tech-enabled traceability for a digital, traceable food system, from farm to plate using

blockchain.

A digital identity to grant access to establishments, control Gnancial spending, and trace

everyone’s moves has been rolling out on multiple fronts, including the vaccine ID passport.

Eventually they will try to move toward a chip, as it will be easier with biometrics being

installed everywhere ...

There is no way to sugarcoat this system they are implementing. Whereas vertical farming

is brilliant in many ways, and could be beneGcial on a smaller scale in communities, the

fact that this is the global agenda to remove farms and control all produce by the globalists

themselves, makes is incredibly concerning ...

We must work together to Gnd a way forward and continue to say no to the digital ID they

are creating to control our access and spending, while building self suociency and security

together.”

For solutions to this rapidly approaching dystopian future, review my previous article, “Why Food

Prices Are Expected to Skyrocket,” and Lynn’s article “Finding Sources of Fresh Food.”

Part of the answer is to grow your own food, to the best of your ability. Another part is to support

local growers by buying their produce, or else they’ll get pushed out. Starting local co-ops and

community gardens can also go a long way toward creating food security in the long term.
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community gardens can also go a long way toward creating food security in the long term.

At the same time, we also have to reject globalist solutions like fake meat, gene-edited beef, GMO

foods and all the rest of it. It’s time to recognize that none of their solutions are for our bene<t.

They’re for our detriment. The World Economic Forum has declared that by 2030, you will own

nothing. They mean it. They will take everything from us, including the right to grow our own food, if

we let them.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,292 ratings

ORDER NOW
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here, the road ahead has become very obvious, we have to set into motion the creation of small local farms dedicated to the

regeneration production of organic crops and foods that we need. That we set out to become completely independent of the present

food supply system. Remember, those of us beyond a certain age, grew up within that system; so we are simply taking the farms back

to where they were post WW2. Two books to read; The farming Ladder and Farmers progress by George Henderson, published 1943 &

1946. The future is in our own hands; we simply have to accept the responsibility to return to past success; up to the end of the 19th

Century.

We must stop looking at the problems caused by outside inYuence; and set into motion the replacement of industrial farming, with

what history had long ago taught us. So my recommendation is this above report must be the last. From now onwards we must

concentrate upon returning to old fashioned good farming practices. We must stop looking backwards and set out the bring forward

change for the better.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you ChrisColes for the positive information. It's starting slowly in Canada too. Many more direct from the farm outlets run

by entrepreneurial types. Many of us still have basic skills where we never have needed the government intervention.   I do get

frustrated with reading anything endorsing anything that might be going to happen. When you think about it, it's a way of

endorsing that it will happen. Just say no is quite a good idea.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had hoped to see more neighbors tilling a larger portion of their yard for garden. I am seeing little in yards without privacy

fence, but perhaps like me they are quietly doing behind their privacy fences. For years I had worried about produce being stolen

in a crisis. Sadly most crims do not know what growing produce looks like compared to the box of crinkle cut potatoes from the

store.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Spot on Chris, it's too bad the Lockout the Competition & take out elders who remember campaign has most likely taken out a

vast resource of those of us who know what you say is true because we lived that truth and know what can and does work.

Independent of the good graces of the Monopoly Too Big's Parasitic Predator$. Each & every step of the Great Reset is actually

an attempt to build an ever-higher House of Cards, doomed from the start. Their designs cannot stand. It is their own rigged

system where in all appearances they never "lose," massive inYuence with no accountability, blind & disconnected from the

Cycles of Creation and Life.

Their drive is lowest cost per unit - Untouched by Human Hands - for populations trained to be germophobic. This system is

built on you have to work in one way or another, for one of the Too Big's & you're a bum or a dumpster diver, dirty backwoods

hillbilly, AKA useless eater if you don't. Their system reminds me of Jethro Tull's Locomotive Breath, 'it couldn't stop moving, no

way to slow down.' Their big sell in the second video what are the priorities pursued?

Flavor, Appearance, Clean, & ...Control. Nutrition? Crickets! Just more high tech with the drive to attempt to protect all the Too

Big Monopolies. Many places in the world are already greening deserts, pursuing Permaculture, building networks realizing in

many cases, less is more. Less of their solutions and more of ours that work. They have no idea how to slow down so when we

slow down and focus on the right things, it stops feeding them the tools they need to enslave us.
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Stargazer0405
Joined On 11/2/2021 8:19:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been building relations with local food producers for a few years now turn your grass into gardens, buy a few birds if you

can.... I don't have that ability but there are ranchers and farmers locally that I support through csa that ensure my access to

food as much as possible.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Chris, I'm old enough to remember being taught the rotating <eld system whereby every 3rd year a <eld was fallow to let the

soil regenerate. Not like the continual forced farming of today and the consequential degeneration of the soil and loss of

nutrients. Perhaps off-subject, here is a heartening letter from a Scottish constituent slaughtering the leader of the

Conservative Party in Scotland, Douglas Ross  thewhiterose.uk/most-of-the-40000-care-home-residents-who-died-were-eu..

 and the excellent Neil Oliver on the proposed WHO pandemic treaty  thewhiterose.uk/w-h-o-are-they
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you kidding? You think after all efforts to get everything under their control, they will let the matter of small farms torpedo

their monopoly system? Not a chance. They'll declare food from independent farmers as a health risk and outlaw it. Sure,

healthy food should be grown on small farms, nothing wrong with that, but not as a way to <ght the bad guys. For that we need

much heavier caliber weapons. Armchair comments online will not win that war. As a <rst step, groups of people need to visit

our legislators and have a serious talk with them about who the sovereign is.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They WILL <nd ways to shut them down too. Spraying the skies or drones spraying Roundup is one way, but they'll stop at

nothing. We either <nd ways to eliminate them, or else...
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StaceyKir
Joined On 4/5/2011 1:56:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like a wonderful idea however when they have control of the water and how much you can use and when buying things

like fertilizer and supplies are bottlenecked it's not quite the same thing as the early 1900s. There will be laws passed that we

will not be able to farm ourselves all in the name of global warming
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- How many of you remember your parents telling you... You do not need that. You need to buy something practical

(not fancy). You can have it when you pay for it with your own money. We cannot afford that. (You lived within your means.) That

can be mended. You can wear it one more year. Take good care of it and make it last. Getting hand-me-downs instead of new.

One year, my husband wore his older sister's hand-me-down pink and purple coat. He was happy to have it because it was wool.

Other children also had to make do, so that was the norm. No one made fun of the others. I suppose it helped to have a large

family enrolled in the school to defend each other against taunts.

I recall one horrible year when my mother obtained some horrible heavy, stiff and scratchy drapery fabric. That was what she

used to sew our summer shorts and tops. How I suffered that hot summer. Neighbors would tell me how cute I looked and how

fortunate I was that my mother could sew clothes for me. That was what we had and we made do. I recall getting one "big" item

for Christmas, although there were also small gifts from grandparents or aunts. How much I hoped for those items, not knowing

if they were affordable. One year, it was a baby doll. Another year, a stuffed animal toy. Gifts from relatives that we would get

excited about might be a bottle of bubble bath, a handkerchief or dime store cologne.

My grandmother would give me dishes for my "hope chest", maybe a single plate. I was so young that I did not even have a

cardboard box as a hope chest, let alone thoughts of marriage. My husband talks of "bad years" when there was no money for

Christmas gifts. He says one year, he recalls only getting a gift because an aunt bought him a shirt. Looking at school pictures

of when children were told to wear their best clothes to school that day. (A big deal!) Many children looked very shabby, wearing

patched clothing, but they were scrubbed immaculately clean.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May I include our returning to 'from-scratch' and rudimentary, but wholesome meal preparations at home and eliminate all

commercially prepared and process "foods" (detritus) from our diets. ALL the multi-national corporations indicated in this

article produce detritus and only detritus.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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dialys51 and all... My favorite heirloom seed company is Baker Creek Heirloom seed. They give full packets and their seed

germinates. it is really no bargain if you buy cheaper seed and it does not feed you. Of course, you need to know what crops will

grow in your area, but they have many varieties that seem to do well nationwide. Do check the number of growing days you need

for the variety to make sure your season is long enough to mature and harvest. This will be easier if you are in the south with a

long summer and a lot of sun. 80 growing days means something different in FL than it does in northern Michigan, for example.

There are other good seed companies, too. Esp. consider any that are local as their plantings should be acclimated to your

region.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN, my grandparents raised 6 children durng the depression on a rocky ridge farm in Ozarks. What they did not have they

bartered for or foraged wild foods, hunted. I spent much of my early years on their farm,in fact born there. grandmother

delivered me. Got milk directly from their milk cow, literally, my uncle would squirt the milk directly from the cow into my mouth.

I learned to hunt blackberries, ate 1/2 before I got home without washing them <rst. We picked wild greens,added some

mustard, turnip tops, then cooked them with a piece of jowl, made a pan of cornbread topped off with some green onions. That

was a meal!

or we cooked a large pot of beans, cornbread and onions, drank fresh milk. We made our own ice cream. Farmers did not need

huge, expensive tractors because did not farm 1000 acres. We kept milk, etc. in cool house or put crocks in the cold water of

the creek, had a smoke house. Grandmother washed the clothes on a washboard in a large tub. Uncel hauled water from well or

before they got a well from the creek. No electric, parents did homework by kerosene lamps, walked miles to school. you can

live without all the gadgets we have today. Just commercials tell us we can't and we believe it.

Children played with dogs, cats, made dolls from hollyhocks, used their imaginationn instead of parents buying them expensive

toys that they tire of and toss aside when the next new "in" thing comes on the market.We do not need the latest fashions to

wear, newest cars to drive. I have noticed one thng about cars as I drive the highway in my 2002 Astro van (good for hauling

lumber, possessions if need be. Can sleep in it with my 3 cats), I only see NEW cars sitting on the roadside, broken down, never

old ones. The engine and transmission of my van are original with 190,000 miles on it. Still running strong!
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today's article video about the "New Global Food System" is disturbing. The efforts to put genes into plants like luttuce to create edible

mRNA vaccine, for example. At 23 minutes into the video, they explain that Cargill partnered up with the Gates foundation, and in 2015

they did a food chain crises simulation that would end up with global carbon tax and a 400% increase in prices before 2030, and

predicted civil unrest, and government toppling in Pakistan and Ukraine. So the Ukraine war is a double whammy for their evil WEF

2030 agenda, as Ukraine has problems to export, but also Russia's exports because of boycott, so food prices skyrocketed * * * As

said in the video it's part of the 2030 agenda is to move people to the city, so they are more easy controlled.

In my country farmers will be forced to give up land. The EU is busy implementing the so-called "Green deal" where farmers have to

give up 10% of their land, but that is only a <rst step, that percentage may go up in time. * * * I am not a fan of Trump or Biden, but this

explains why Trump had to go, because he was in the way of the 2030 agenda and the planned war in Ukraine. See this amazing recent

3 minute video trailer of the "2000 Mules" documents research. You can see for yourself the election fraud in action on video's,

collected from security cameras, but also from geo-tracking (cell phone) data that captured the illegal ballot tratcking activity by

2,000 “mules” in 6 states.

Paid vote couriers visited drop boxes late at night, used gloves to conceal their <ngerprints, and took photos to secure payment, and

made multiple trips to multiple drop boxes for weeks. In Georgia for example, there were 242 tratckers who made 5,662 trips to ballot

drop boxes between the early morning hours of 12AM and 5AM, potentially unloading hundreds of thousands of illegally harvested

ballots over the course of several weeks. See for yourself in this short trailer electionfraud20.org/2000-mules
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We should be worried about water also, as two of the food giants Nestl and Coca Cola have been buying up water companies

and water wells to gain water monopolies all over the world. In some places Cola is cheaper then water. Water shortage and

monopolies dictates prices. Who control the water supply, controls the growing of food and the cost of growing food. If you cut

of water you can cause drought, then food shortages and skyrocketing prices will follow * * * Nestl Waters owns 51 brands

including Ice Mountain, Poland Spring, and Zephyrhills, In 2018 Nestl Waters’ North American sales were worth $4.5bn. From

California to Maine, residents and environmentalists are increasingly worried about Nestl's impact.

In Fryeburg, the company’s activities dried out wells and depleted the aquifer. It’s proposing pulling 1.1m gallons daily from

injured springs feeding the central Florida’s Santa Fe River four times what previous bottling companies took. Coca-Cola has

been accused of dehydrating communities in its pursuit of water resources to feed its own plants, drying up farmers' wells and

destroying local agriculture. Coca-Cola operates 58 water-intensive bottling plants in India. In the southern Indian village of

Plachimada in Kerala state, for example, persistent droughts have dried up groundwater and local wells, forcing many residents

to rely on water supplies trucked in daily by the government.

A Coca-Cola factory in Mexico is reportedly draining wells dry, forcing local residents to buy bottled water. Natural supplies have

run out in the indigenous town of San Felipe Ecatepec in the state of Chiapas, southern Mexico, meaning people must walk for

two hours to fetch drinking water, one former local otcial said. There are many more examples. Remember these companies

are largely owned by Black Rock and Vanguard.
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yes, USA is busy in keeping nazi Ukraine under its control and trying to bully Russia. Whoever threatens Russia, as history

proves, always pays the price. EU is already suffering and chocking. Is EU disintegrating ? Good!
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WATER is the 'new gold'!! And it is very easily polluted--don't count on rain barrels for your water supply--what falls from the sky

as rain is also polluted--check out the chemtrails in your neck of the woods! And it's not just in certain areas--think about wind

drift of the chemicals! A natural spring at the foot of a large mountain will probably be your best source of water since the water

traveling from the top of the mountain goes through many cracks and crevices in the rocks to reach the bottom...this acts as a
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traveling from the top of the mountain goes through many cracks and crevices in the rocks to reach the bottom...this acts as a

<lter. Also do your research on using certain plants to 'purify' water--there was an article several years ago about a water

puri<cation plant using a certain kind of plant in their aquatic tanks to '<lter' the water--and the kicker is that it was just as

effective as using their chemical concoction!!!
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Pete.Smith - Yes, what water quality is being used in these vertical walls of plants? A simple carbon <lter does not cut it

anymore, due to myriad drug metabolites and pesticides in the water supply. Without direct sunlight to kill off pathogens, this

method raises a lot of questions about what, speci<cally, is being picked up by these new plants. And then we have media hype

and scammers of concern. This tidbit showed up today from the US Federal Trade Commission: Baby Formula Warning: "FTC

Warns of Common Scams To Be Mindful of Amid Ongoing Shortage" -

<nance.yahoo.com/news/baby-formula-warning-ftc-warns-111859387.html  - - - the events over the past 2 years have shown

how many people believe and follow what they are told by mainstream media, at the same time making decisions overriding

their own common sense.

Add-in paid scammers which appears our fearless media repeatedly fails to thoroughly investigate prior to spreading their

rumors, we (collectively) are most likely misled over and over again. Pick a topic, someone is most likely distorting it. Told about

shortages when few exist, this dystopian future gets projected on and on. It takes a strong, independent vision to counter much

of their hypes. bBTW, good summary of the 2000 mules, had read about this earlier this week. And today, we already have a

notice that Facebook is already falling behind on clearing out mid-term election misinformation. No one to trust, no where to

hide?
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Thanks Mammywitch, well said: Water is the new gold. Clean water scarcity is rampant because of pollution. Thanks also

RrealRose for your contribution. Other news by dr Robert Malone that is quite hopeful: A Joint Statement, representing 17,000

Physicians and Medical Scientists to end the National Emergency, Restore Scienti<c Integrity, and Address Crimes Against

Humanity. globalcovidsummit.org/news/declaration-iv-restore-scienti<c-integrity
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Yes. The fraudulent election of Joe Biden is well documented and provable in a court of Law. Our entire congress is operating

under validated conditions of treason. There have been no criminal arrests. No criminal indictments. And no serious

discussions proposed by civilian authority. The sheep stare at the sky and bleat upward endlessly...
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The other thing I read from someone was the thought that if you have somehow stored up on food, or have a large garden, that the

government will eventually come around to take your food so it can be divided up amongst everyone. I have crazy idea's about having

to go off the grid, living where you can't be seen, and this would be easier done with money, which I have none. We used to enjoy

watching those prepper shows. People made fun of them. Guess who will have the last laugh? And then there is once again the fact

that I am the only one in my circle of family and/or friends that knows what is going on.

I don't understand this crap myself. But I cry a lot now, not having anyone to share this with. My brother would have been in this with

me, but he died ?? back in August. I want his medical records to see if he was 'remdesivir'ed', but I can't ask his wife to get them. She

already thinks I'm crazy. Although I CAN get his death certi<cate. Don't need her for that. Is there any proof to what they are

claiming...that what they are doing...is for our own good?

I still wouldn't care, but it would help just a teeny bit. Or is it just them wanting to be Hitler? Do these criminals (i.e. Bill Gates) have

armed body guards 24/7? Forbes list has 2668 billionaires this year. I thought they showed millionaires too, but I guess not. I'm

wondering, when they meet in Davos, there is no where near 2668 people there. Maybe 20? So I wonder what the other 2600+ think of

this. Or are they already ready for it?
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As much as some things change, other things never do. For example, if you have a garden and get extra food one year, put it up

as the following year, there may not be any. Share with others--it always comes back to you in unexpected ways. Once people

understand you are also frugal, they will not hesitate to share what they may have no use for. Plant perennials such as apple

trees and berries. Look to nature for as many resources as you can <nd. (food, <rewood, entertainment, etc.) Invest in books

and tools you use frequently. Do not go into debt. Support small local merchants as much as possible--they may become your

eventual lifeline and you theirs. Ground yourself in reality and do not worry what other people think about your lifestyle and

frugality.

Buy quality things that will last. Try to become as self-reliant as possible and not dependent. This may mean being able to do

more things manually and without electricity, for example. Be able to simplify your life. Produce less garbage or recycle what

you do make. (Consider what you can save on trash pick up!) Save heirloom seed--at least a 3-year supply. This would be very

expensive to buy, but no cost if you save your own. reusable canning lids. What alternatives can you <nd to avoid

spending/shortages--composting instead of buying fertilizer, raising some of your own animal feed (chickens), spending a day

<shing or foraging instead of other entertainments, hand-me-downs...

I keep thinking of side-gig cottage industries I can do for cash or barter, too. Learn to mend and repair stuff instead of buying

new which is likely to be of lower quality. If an item already lasted100 years and can be repaired, it will prob last another 100

years. Your priorities are to be warm, dry, fed, decently-covered and healthy. You can do without a lot of things which you will

eventually realize are not necessary for survival. People who are secure in needs, mind and emotions have no need to impress

anyone. II Corinthians 6:14
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It would be interesting to know which organisations are in the 10% as perhaps collectively we could direct our purchasing power there

instead of with the 90%.
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What you are bringing up is where things can get interesting. What happens to mere millionaire or lesser billionaires if or when

Predator$ get their WEF designs? Do they become the half-starved slaves waiting on Shwab's & Gates and such's whims? When

do they smell the rats and they <gure out they are not going to be privy to keys to the Penthouse Floor?
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They are going to learn the hard way that messing with nature will have devastating consequences. I can say with 100% certainty that

these ultra processed fake meats already available in stores and fast food restaurants have 0 life force energy. (As a kinesiologist it’s

very easy to test.) Eating these kind of foods along with today’s GMOs as a society will dramatically reduce life and certainly health

span, I’m guessing by 50%. We are born with a life force energy that must be supported (with high life force foods) to maintain our

heath past about age 40-45.
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Interesting comment. About 2 years ago, fake meat products were promoted in a large section of my local grocery store's meat

dept. Shelf space has been shrinking for some time now, although their manufacturer's may not care. Large supplier contracts

with fast food restaurants seems their primary market. Wouldn't mind of some of those chains merged or even disappeared.
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There is an old saying, It is not nice to fool Mother Nature. She always wins. Seems they have forgotten this. They think they can

do anything and never suffer the consequences. It is just that they will kill many of us before that time comes.
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“Bill Gates insists that droughts and climate change are destroying our ability to farm and that the future will consist of populations

moving into metropolitan cities where indoor vertical farming is necessary to feed people.” Bill Gates is telling us in no uncertain terms

about the next step in the proposed corporate parasite agenda. He is an authority on nothing except tax avoidance and using the

power of money to interfere in matters that are none of his damned business. Looking through comments on this page over the last

two years, if I had $ 100 for every time the word “unelected” (aka “self appointed”) occurs I would be wealthy too.

But then of course true government does not exist and probably never did : just imagine the Montagues and Capulets without their

feud. Voting in elections is a mind game invented to control the masses, keep them at each other’s throats and divert attention from

the monopoly of the world’s assets by elites - who surprise, surprise - are also unelected and self appointed. (We will leave the fake

feuds’ re Na-zi and Ukrainian “wars” between those who in reality are batting for the same side as another colonial style distraction

from the main war against humanity itself).

Whatever Bill Gates and co-criminals “insist upon” is by de<nition bound to be a pack of lies with an ulterior motive. Would you trust a

convicted burglar with the keys of your house? Re so-called climate change’ - it “has clearly never been about the ludicrous notion that

the global climate can be regulated using a CO2 control knob’. The climate change agenda is no more than an elaborate ploy to level

down the economy.” thewhiterose.uk/most-of-the-40000-care-home-residents-who-died-were-eu..
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rrealrose
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Hi Cabochon, The only FDA approved drug for covid- Remdesivir may have killed over 100,000 (correction) in US hospitals, as it

was known since the 2016 Ebola trials that it attacks the kidneys and liver. That number came from Dr. Bryan Ardis, and assume

someone has researched reimbursements to hospitals. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For sure, "They" are controlling the US weather to

some degree with constant cloud seeding. Its a bit scary - no idea the depth of this control, California and points west are under

extreme draught conditions which the seeding may have caused, suspect it may be adding to extreme weather events now

being experienced across other parts of the US...tornado alley is moving east! Then these corporations have the nerve to turn

around and tell us US weather is unpredictable!!! Its a ruse of the highest order.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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So right about Gates. One hope might be that they will begin <ghting among themselves to be the one supreme ruler of the

world and destroy themselves in the process. Maybe we can somehow help this along??
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola is THE News Outlet for the USA/World. Thank you and your colleagues for true investigative journalism opposite of

lamestream media the puppets of BigPharma/Special Interests. Many thanks to Top Posters for your sound analyses.
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forbiddenhealing
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Add as Friend  Send Message

These thoughts do not make me happy. If any god or government is going to save you, where have they been??? You will stand or fall

of your own actions or inactions. Your world sits on your shoulders; master it or lose it.
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Me either - but this will be a case of sink or swim... I almost wish I didn't know.
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No government will save us, they are the ones trying to kil us. Only God can and will, but it will be in His own time, not ours. Be

patient, make your peace with Him, be prepared.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My simple answer to a coming protein crisis: sardines.  They still haven't gone up in price, and a year's supply will keep a year at least.

Compact. No need to freeze or refrigerate. I'll say no more.
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"They still haven't gone up in price". Perhaps, where you live. In BC, where I stocked up for a few months when they were $0.99,

are now $1.99 and in some stores, $2.99! They're not going to get any cheaper.
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jennifermetz
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Add as Friend  Send Message

My simple answer too !!! And dried beans, and a veg. garden. I must have 100 cans of sardines !
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The "high-end" sardines I buy at COSTCO are $2.00/can: www.costco.com/season-skinless-&-boneless-sardines-in-olive-oil,-6..

 You can get them cheaper than this. You just can't get anything of better quality at this price. They sell the 6-pack for $11.99.

Unfortunately, they are only 156 calories a can, which seams very low/inaccurate. They're packed in olive oil and olive oil has

120 calories per tablespoon. There's at least 1 tablespoon of oil in there.
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Oh yes..I agree. And you can make easy tasty crackers to go with those sardines from your sourdough discard. I’ve also laid in a

huge amount of sprouting seeds for something fresh to eat. My only worry is water. I wish I lived where I could have a well

drilled.
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And one of the 'overlooked' sources--canned chub mackerel. Large cans pretty reasonable. Keep in pantry for a very long time.

And it tastes much like tuna...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I collect rice/beans and do the small garden (that I wish was bigger) ... my friend's grandparents went through the great

depression <ne on rice and beans and their garden ... lived into old age just <ne. So I'm counting on that here :)  But sardines -

yup, gladly willing to collect those too!
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axkershaw
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Or folks, you could move to Ecuador where those sardines come from. But there you also have a choice of many other small <sh

fresh from the ocean for $1/lb. I make ceviche using lemons & limes fresh from the tree and unre<ned sea salt or ocean water.

Look into it. It is easier than you might think to get a permanent residence visa. I rent on a small farm 3 miles from the beach. I

ride my bike. I had a car but it ate my wallet and was less reliable than my legs. Public transport is frequent and inexpensive. A

bus in Quito is 12 cents for a senior. A 7 hour bus ride from the coast to Quito is $10 or less. I live on about $300/mo. Medical,

eyes and dentistry are so cheap I pay cash. I had cataract surgery for free. Not exactly free. I bribed the surgeon with a bottle of

a home made version of Bailey's Irish Cream, to insure the best care. In general, health care including dental, audio, optical and

medical paid in cash costs less than insurance, much less.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I also have a large stock of dried beans, and some rice. Somewhere you can get the expected life of those dried grains and

legumes. I believe beans are good for way longer than grains due to their better seal-in of the oxidize-prone unsaturated fats.

Maybe 20 years for beans, 5 years for grains?  www.buildastash.com/.../how-long-do-dry-beans-last
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Don't forget about smelt in a good year, either. They can be pickled and will keep refrigerated for up to 6 weeks submerged

under brine. Better than the herring that is avail at Christmas time! Makes many fabulous lunches. If you are short of time, clean

and freeze them to cook later. One of my favorites preservation methods is to clean and behead them well, then can them in a

spicey tomato sauce. Many uses for that.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Axkershaw, I would leave Canada in a second and move to a free country but my government is keeping me prisoner. I told my

spouse about your country the other day, as I am busy researching where in the world to move or escape to. Canadians are

Yeeing to Florida as per their governor.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your input on this jamNjim and others. On quality, I don't know how to judge it except by taste. I try to buy just

sardines in water which is usually an option with any of the brands. If it says "Sardines" on the front, the ingredients sometimes

just say "sprats and water" or "herring and water". All the same. I see your point that a can <lled with olive oil may provide half

the calories from the oil. I personally don't trust the olive oil they are using and would rather pay the same price to just get water.

Speaking of price. I once tried to beat the supermarket prices by going on line. I couldn't <nd a single source where I could by

any amount of cans and still get a better price than what I get in the store for the same brand.

I just shop locally and let them do the shipping for me. Right now I have in stock 3 brands, all canned in water. Source countries

are Poland, Canada, Morocco. Net weights are either 3.75 oz or 4.25 oz. The smaller tins contain sprats or herring and have 140

calories from 8 gm fat and 18 gm protein. The 4.25 oz tin contains "sardines" and has 170 calories from 9 gm fat and 22 gm

protein. All fat seems to break down to approximately 2/3 unsaturated fat so you are getting a lot of omega-3. When I make a

meal built around a can of sardines, I'm always surprised that I feel sated and never require more protein, even though the rest

of the meal will usually be just vegetables.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stone, I just checked and that link isn't taking you to the actual product for some reason. Just type in "sardines" on COSTCO's

search engine and it list 2. I buy the "SEASON" brand and it is wild caught and canned in Morocco. Unfortunately, Costco doesn't

offer the spring water version.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim -- Yes, the Season brand is the one I stock, canned in water. And I get a better price buying the individual cans from

Walmart. It's from Morocco, "Atlantic Ocean" wild, 170 calories, in a boxed, 4.25 oz. can just like Costco pictures, except not

canned in Olive Oil. Everything else being equal, it looks like the olive oil can, with 156 calories but the same weight may

actually provide less sardines.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may not be a major issue for some of us. When was the last time, lately, when you went to a chain supermarket and found much

to buy, anyway?
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2Colette
Joined On 4/12/2013 6:11:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The preppers on this site are wonderfully positive and have great ideas. I think what we need to worry about is not only growing and

preserving our food but protecting our food. Starving people will do just about anything to feed their family. If the food supply

becomes scarce and unaffordable, people will travel the countryside and take what they want.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watched a documentary a few years ago on NetYix, can’t recall name but it was a gentleman documenting his yearly visits to

Cuba. He would visit a farm every year and he documented how the farmers went from having a good life to poverty in a matter

of a few years. And yes they had problems with people stealing even their farm animals. A Hard life.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disappear, go off grid
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, whilst the last two years felt like I was living in the 80's again - now we're going back even further - to the 70's! I always wondered

about those homemakers who canned like crazy and baked their own stuff, had their own gardens, etc. And here we are! About to go

into it ourselves. Everyone ready? I was raised in the city (Inglewood, CA) and we had the trees! Fig, lemon, lime, peach, apple, and

avocado! And some kind of soft pomegranate looking fruit off one of the fences. The house was over one hundred years old back

when my parents bought it - and that was a good forty years ago!

Such a little paradise! Now, here I am on the other side of the country with zero fruit bearing trees. My pot garden (wait, my garden in

pots, that sounds better) has some good herbs and hearty veggies ... but it's not anywhere near what it should be! There are a couple

front yard gardens in the neighborhood and reading from folks contributing on this thread has made me want to reach out to them for

their secrets and maybe canning friends ...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know, it's very sad. Everyone thought I was crazy for buying up my relatives properties. They all gave up their paradises, sold

out, and moved to the big $h!ty! I'm in the big city myself, but I'm ready to retreat at a moment's notice. I just dread it now. I was

way more adaptable and stronger 30 years ago when I committed to this. Everything I do now takes longer.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One good thing i was able to convince my parents to do was the south wall (53') is all Yoor to ceiling windows, pasive solar. In

fall, I bring in tomatoes, peppers, herbs, ginger and turmeric . I harvest tomatoes until March. Also have lemongrass for tea,

cooking and for my cats who like to graze on it. Also catnip for them and tea. I have my garden inside plus in the winter, the

house is warmed by the sun, collected by tile Yoors which radiate heat back during the night. Can't grow tropical fruits but if you

can fruits, berries when ripe you get the vitamins.  I learned from grandparents how ro use, reuse, pass it down, make do. We do

not need steak every meal, beans are a great source of protein.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am trading vegetables for eggs from a friend.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smart - I'm going to reach out as well - I wish I had gotten chickens this year. I wasn't going to do them again, but my daughter

brought home two ducks (I still know if they're male or female) .. .but since we had to build a coop anyways - I wish I had gotten

chicks!!! Waaaaah I wonder if they'll even be available next year!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Barter, no money needed, no way to trace what you buy!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As all of this happens in the open - the elite having discovered that a big part of the population is either unaware of or indifferent to

reality - we waste time trying to criminalize pronouns and proclaim anyone not in line with the prevailing orthodoxy as a white

supremacist. For now, at least, America's would-be Ministry of Truth has been discarded, but who believes the idea of it will go away?

The concept of civil service has become an anachronism; these people think we work for them, not the other way around and it's hard

to fault them entirely for that. The attack on meat and farming, in general, is made possible by the Greens and their pearl-clutching

over "the planet" as if someone designated them the Earth's spokespeople. Once more, Lenin's remark about 'useful idiots' is

con<rmed.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An old saying...  "There are 2 ways to make money, men at work and dollars at work."   You need to understand when one can replace

the other. You also need to know when your time is more valuable than your money. For example, on a construction project, it may be

more pro<table to spend more money on higher grade materials if they can be assembled in a shorter time and require less hired

labor. If you have very little money and mr etime, it makes sense to do more work yourself, esp. smaller projects. Some things only

need to be "good enough" to serve the purpose and not perfect. These can serve as good learning experiences to expand your skill set.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With, water, sugar and keifer culture,you can make an easy food,fermented,and loads of pre and pro-biotics.With much more nutrition

too...Also,all the money hogs and controlites,will be pennyless the second they die... we should bring this up ,every day ,to let them

know,they`ll be the same as all mankind...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve mentioned before the importance of being self-sutcient. I’m lucky to own several properties with one being very self-sutcient

(food and water producing). There has been one oversight from day one (I started this project in 1994). I had no plans of operating

without GASOLINE! The day is coming that we either won’t be able to buy it period or you will be required to have a DIGITAL PASSPORT

to purchase any. I’m sure there will be an option to get “chipped”. I plan to do none of the above. I will always have a gasoline powered

vehicle, but getting gasoline will require a black market and obtaining it will be like buying illicit drugs on the street.

Get caught and you go to jail. So, I’ve started searching for a work-around and I’ve concluded that going electric is the easiest way

around this. An electric conversion kit is VERY EXPENSIVE! One of the cheapest Lithium-ion batteries is one for a Toyota Prius and it’s

nearly $3,000!! That doesn’t include the motor, wires, controller, charger, etc!! It easily cost $10,000 per vehicle for a very modest

(weak) electrical conversion. If you have any of these items on hand they will become the next hot item to get STOLEN! Tomorrow’s

batteries will be like yesterday’s catalytic convertors. I removed all of my convertors already so when the thieves look under my

car/truck they will move on to the next victim.

You will need 100% surveillance and armed security (PIT BULLS) to keep them from being stolen! I’ll need one for my 1968 VW, and

one for my 1958 Farmall tractor just to survive. That's $20K up front. That doesn't include the solar panels and charging station

(another $20K). Then I'll need spare batteries. I plan to have a "quick change" setup so that one battery is charging while I'm using the

others. When the battery I'm using gets low I'll swap them out. It's going to be painful dropping $50-75K just so I can give the dictators

my middle <nger!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Put the money in the tractor and forget the car. Resisters will not be allowed to travel without their papers and chip.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/19/2022 9:03:52 AM
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annsanch`u.edu
Joined On 5/26/2021 9:16:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The news in Miami had a segment that people are stealing catalytic converters.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could go back to horse and plow, hand harvesting. If you have no tv, places to go for "fun", you will have plenty of time.  Security,

doesn't have to be pit bulls, any big dog will do.  as for lithium batteries help to pollute the land/water. How do you charge the

batteries if cannot be connected to the grid. Solar does not work on cloudy days. I have passive solar in my home. Great on

sunny days, not so on cloudy days. All of these electric things are very costly, nice if you have enough to buy it all, most do not,

especially those already on SS.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Combined, the three largest investment <rms in the world, BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street, have ownership in nearly 90% of all

S&P 500 <rms. Through their investment holdings they secretly wield monopoly control over ALL industries, so the idea that there is

competition anywhere in the marketplace is really just a clever illusion." The illusion that corporate venture has yielded anything but

civil chaos is mind bending at best. Consolidation of <nancial powers into the tyrannies of monopoly have gotten us where we are

today. Viva le anti-trauma of idiocy...
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter and her husband just bought their <rst house, and it is not part of a HOA. It has a large front yard with nothing but grass,

so my daughter immediately installed a raised bed where she planted some tomatoes and some herbs. She wants to add more beds in

the spring along with some fruit trees. The back yard is to be a private place for relaxation, she ripped out the rose bushes and planted

a variety of Yowers, some of which are native species. She also has plans to add habitats for bene<cial animals and insects. I am very

proud of her!
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GrannySue_203
Joined On 2/14/2007 9:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola - think back a few years - because you were on the front lines of this just like I and so many others were: NAIS. We were

warning people since 2003. In 2010 they introduced produce to the mix. Remember? We need to tie in all these loose ends to bring the

anti-NAIS crowd back into the <ght. Ever since they killed HR875 in favor of *** Durbin's FSMA (Food Safety Modernization Act) they

have had the groundwork in place to forbit people from growing their own food - be it protein or produce. And they can control what

you can share when and if they let you grow it.

Its far worse than most think. But the fertilizer problem is mainly an issue of scale. Small farmers, homesteaders and suburbanites

can fertilize without commercial inputs. And there are creative ways to garden if you did not fall for the SMART METER bs they tried to

sell us. Stay the HELL away from blockchain. Block chain can be - and has been - dismantled on an ad hoc basis and stalled by genre

by the government, and can be used to track YOU. Don't be stupid.
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uneamie
Joined On 2/16/2010 8:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been growing my own small veggie garden for over 40 years now. That said, I live in NJ and the growing season is short. My

square footage is not enough to grow for a lot of storage over the winter. But what I do have lasts at least till January when I freeze the

peppers and tomatoes. But one cannot live on peppers and tomatoes alone... I am going to see how much I can freeze and store

buying from a local farmer and hope they don't disappear. All of this nonsense is frightening that we the public have no say in any of it.

I wish we had bought property "off the grid" years ago and became self-sustaining.
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris Coles suggestion to decentralize food production by creating small local farms dedicated to the regenerative production of

organic crops and foods that we need. I couldn’t agree more. At the same time, the U.S. should reinvigorate and repopulate its rural

areas and small towns. Indeed, the discipline of developmental economics reminds that cities would not exist without a prosperous

rural sector that produces more than it needs to sustain itself. Successful countries invariably are self-sutcient with respect to

providing enough high-nutrition food and land use policies that encourage socially responsible entrepreneurship. Moreover, a

conscious effort to decentralize by encouraging people to repopulate and re-develop rural areas would relieve our overcrowded cities

and likely improve the quality of life for millions.

Following are policy proposals that would move in that direction: 1. Use anti-trust legislation to break up large corporate farms.

Additionally, expropriate unused farmland bought up by billionaires and foreign countries that wish to use these lands to speculate

how they can make a fortune through the monopolization of certain kinds of food production. Perhaps states and the federal

government can pass new versions of their own Homestead Act (originally passed in 1862 by Pres. Lincoln) to repopulate rural areas

by breaking up large (monopolistic) corporate farms and distributing land to small farmers who pay the government back by following

state-of-the-art conservation and environmental protection policies.

2. Phase out factory farms (CAFOs) whose meat products pollute our bodies with animal hormones, antibiotics, pesticides and

herbicides, and whose production processes foul our rivers, air and soil. Insist that CAFOs pay for cleaning up their waste until they

are gone. Instead, provide subsidies to small farmers who are willing to practice state-of-the-art conservation with rotation of crops to

replenish soil nutrients and produce safe food
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Additional policy suggestions: 3. Ban GMOs until they are proven safe, just like much of Europe has. At the very least, the

federal government should insist on labeling GMO foods and fake meats so consumers can make informed choices.

Unfortunately, this labeling requirement did not make it into the 2018 farm bill passed by Congress. Shoppers should carefully

read labels and research online to avoid purchasing foods that are suspect. 4. Ban glyphosate and other known carcinogens

from herbicides and set a reasonable upper limit standard for their presence in U.S. foods and supplements. 5. Rebuild small

town and rural America by repairing and modernizing their infrastructure.

Countries cannot thrive without sound land use policies and transportation systems that ensure rapid, safe distribution of

products from small farmers and small manufacturers. Also, entrepreneurs and their families will not remain in communities

whose recreational opportunities are so lacking that it is all but impossible to build the kind of civic spirit and interpersonal

tolerance characteristic of healthy places to live. 6. Ensure that rural areas have easy and affordable cable access to the

Internet and ways of blending computer-assisted with classroom instruction for workers as well as school children.

7. Encourage investors to take advantage of opportunity zones in rural areas as speci<ed by the 2017 Tax Cut and Reform Act

whereby they can defer capital gains for several years. The loss of small farms and nearby towns constitute a national tragedy.

Why do we have to travel to France or Italy to see the enormous economic, aesthetic, health and environmental bene<ts of

providing <nancial assistance to small farmers whose very livelihoods depend on rebuilding soil fertility and biodiversity and

who are doing their share to restore climate stability by returning carbon to the soil?
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am also not fond of hydroponic gardening. I love heirloom tomatoes, but the ones grown hydroponically have no Yavor, which

is a sign that they have few nutrients.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am hoping to be blessed with another good hunting season this fall. I am always a bit nervous until I <ll my tag. Hubby needs to <ll

his tag, too, if we are to take care of others. God has taken very good care of us for many years, now, though. Unfortunately, cannot

plan ahead. We hope to get enough meat--more than we need for ourselves--to share as Christmas gifts. Since hunting

season--followed by butchering and preserving meat is a busy time of year, we will prob just share 5# packs of burger since that is the

fastest and easiest meat processing method. (Only people who help us with labor get sticks of our special sausage because we can

only smoke so much at a time.

Making recipes by hand is labor-intensive.) Most people will be grateful for low-fat burger. We never mix it with pork. Just do not like

adulterated food. Maybe I will give burger with a jar of homemade chili sauce from our garden to make sloppy joes, too. The jars and

disposable lids are worth more than what it is <lled with. (I only use disposable lids for items I will use as gifts.) We are living on wild

mushrooms for the time being, mostly morels. While they do contain some protein, they are mostly valuable as a source of trace

minerals.

In that respect, a very good spring tonic. I just thawed a stick of smoked venison summer sausage for lunches for the next few days. I

also have 2 loaves of scrapple in the freezer I should use up. We have some very nice chickens and a turkey from homegrown

sources--some obtained "free" in an informal exchange of labor. Within the next month, we will do some <shing which we do more than

a few times a year. 2 big trips, many smaller. I still have various kinds of home-canned and frozen seafood. We still have plenty of

venison to get us through the summer until about Sept when we turn vegetarian. -continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- If you read carefully, you will understand the need to follow the seasons, calendar-wise, and also share labor to

obtain meat and <sh. (Farmers will often prefer to give you "product" rather than cash if you ask.) Not just one kind of protein.

You must follow the cycles of nature. I will also try to add some rabbits and maybe an occasional game bid to our diets. Or as

gifts for those who like rabbit. We were given organ meats a farmer did not want after butchering beef. I made lots of liverwurst.

Heart, esp. is one of our favorite meats. Whatever the recipe, it always includes homemade wine. Pressure canning will

tenderize tough cuts of meat nicely.

I added our homemade wine, wild mushrooms, onions from cold storage, herbs, etc. to make canned Beef Burgundy. So, that is

one more source of protein on our pantry shelf--in addition to canned venison stew meat and burger. It is a lot of work all at

once at certain times of year, but so nice to have when you are busy to just go to a shelf and open a can of ready-to-reheat and

eat food. As I mentioned elsewhere, we also have smelt canned in spicey tomato sauce. Food production and preservation is

ongoing and never complete. You need to enter the nature cycle and plan a year ahead so you never run out. Maybe some of you

will <nd at least one useful idea in all of this.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NSFC If you do not produce the food yourself, you really do not know what might be in it.

<nishtherace.com/eric/wa-police-arbys-manager-urinated-in-milkshake-m.. (Duplicate%20%231) Why so many perverts? Has anyone

else noticed the surge in bizarre and deviant crimes? How do these minds work--or not work? Then, they <lm it?! Who watches and

why? Shocking, yes. -But, also very serious questions. This lack of "righteous thinking" needs to be countered to protect the decent

people from truly dangerous acts by individuals. This is not just about censorship and political correctness.
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nickilou1
Joined On 6/18/2011 11:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hey, we kill our own meat. LEARN TO HUNT!!! That's all!!
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this doesn't demonstrate the corrupt and criminal nature of these people I don't know what it will take to wake people up... They are

culling the herd... That is how they see "us". The vote was meant to replace the weapon. They have hijacked the vote. Draw your own

conclusions.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mastercard coming out with a biometric payment system of facial recognition.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will it recognize you if you stick your tongue out?
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liharlu
Joined On 9/22/2010 1:50:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/do-you-know-any-kids-18-and-younger?token=e..
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So interesting that "they", who used to claim we need to use less energy to save the environment, now plan the use of blockchain to

track each and every person and thing on the face of the earth? But others say that blockchain is a huge energy waster (one of the

criticisms of NFTs).
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bitcoin mining uses a lot of energy. Not all blockchain protocols are the same.
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mpmayer2
Joined On 11/4/2010 6:25:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

buy local, dont eat prepared foods,plant a victory garden then you need not worry about it.
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geefree
Joined On 4/9/2011 3:53:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read last week that in Australia gardens will soon be against the law!
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ICFUBAR
Joined On 6/5/2021 6:48:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps food rationing will ring the alarm bell for the still complacent when they see their children going hungry or forced onto a

nutrient de<cient diet that will presage all manner of morbidities? I'll be hunting as usual this fall for animal protein free from growth

hormones and antibiotics.
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People feed their offspring nutrient poor diets already...think baby formula, packaged foods, frozen meals and drive thrus. Most

will hardly notice any difference except when the supply is truncated or cost goes beyond their means.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The compliant and complacent are not oriented toward health to begin with. They won't notice.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

en.wikipedia.org/.../Svalbard_Global_Seed_Vault   Doesn't all this make you think about that? I feel like I spent a loooong time down

that rabbit hole. I remember when a man was complaining about the thousands of varieties of heirloom seeds they 'misplaced' of his -

never giving what he requested back from them.  Back then I thought they were rounding up our ability to grow nutritious food. More

and more I see brightly colored sweet food - and YUCK - I just want to eat for nutrition and those thousands of the most nutritious

varieties have been turned into a basic few sold in grocery stores - and don't even get me started on two choices of GMO corn and the

- what is it, four choices of potato made available to us?

www.upworthy.com/we-used-to-have-307-kinds-of-corn-guess-how-many-are-..  - short and sweet - 7000 apple varieties and only a

few hundred remain.  Kinda crazy what we're doing!
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webprinter47uu1
Joined On 3/2/2021 8:56:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are arrogant fools because ultimately 40%/50% of the food producing nations like Russia are outside of their system &

controls! Their whole power base is <nancial built around the Bretton Woods <nancial arrangement of 1944. As Zoltan Pozsar has said

"Bretton Woods is dead & a new <nancial order is rising that will destroy the NWO!
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Victory Gardens--seed libraries--seed sharing--tutors and learning on gardening for those interested and in need of learning--lots of

things that can be done----people just need to have the 'desire' to do them, and I think that an aching, empty stomach just might give

them that incentive!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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I agree. The generation coming up hasn't seen any of this before.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are ridiculous. This is the worst thing ever
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not sure anyone noticed but the Canadian government quietly dismantled it's food safety program yesterday or maybe just

announced it yesterday.  Multinational companies will do their own safety studies and they will decide on what shown on the labels of

Yood. There will be no independent oversight by the Canadian government.  Strange our national broadcaster didn't mention anything.

Just the usual faces blabbing about storms and local driving conditions and of course Ukraine. I have mentioned this before and have

been assured I am wrong but how long do you really think this site it going to stay up. For awhile. Well I will miss the posters who I

have come to enjoy reading over the years.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, we're just going to say "NO" and everything is going to turn out to be wonderful! It's not only the mask wearers who are delusional!

-- How is it that foundations making hundreds of billions of $$$ are classi<ed as "non-pro<t"? -- I'm really beginning to think that billy

boy is the anti-christ! Wherever there's evil - there's billy boy; right in the center of it!
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, Gates is certainly a puppet controlled by demons, however the Biblical book of Daniel gives the geographic location

where the antichrist hails from.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point. Who died and made him boss of the world?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LovesToSing: read JamNJim's response to Sammyiammy for explanation of Gates' power
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anti Christ is not a person but the beast system.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was thinking it’s Trudeau because he was de<nitely bred for the job. Castro! Also I read president Nixon met him when he was

4 and called him the future President. He certainly <nds it important to prance around the world preaching freedoms for people

only to take it away from the people of Canada. Klaus S reminds me of dr evil in the old Austin powers movies.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha, Stanley on this forum has been saying that for years, even before Covid. I used to think he was too singular in crtiticism of

Gates & over the top adjectives, but now I am beginning to realize there is some truth in this orchestrated agenda with Gates at

the helm. Interesting also that 2 of the riches men in the world are Aspergers postive: 1) Elon Musk: 5G satilites orbited around

the earth & majority launched during Covid--and also his Neuro Link plan meshing bio with digital, Space X, and announced his

status as Autistic with Aspergers last year on Saturday Night Live.

2) Gates: His hands into just about everything nefarious: vaccine business models cloaked as "philantropy", digital ID &

quantom dot tech, largest land owner of U.S. & 2nd largest <nancial donor of the WHO., * probably much more we do not know

about, and who is rumoured to be Autistic with Aspergers (shown on video rocking during an anti-trust trial against him when he

was younger) You will see on video interviews he can't sustain eye contact for long either.

These 2 are playing good cop / bad cop. Elon is now gliding around as a proponent for free speech with Twitter aspriations, has

spoken out about the Covid Vax, smokes Pot with Joe Rogan, "claims" to warn about AI, says we should have MORE children,

and now claims he will vote Republican. He's the "cool" one, while Gates is the nerdy one who outwardly stands for the opposite.

But they BOTH come from a history back in their lineage of family members who were proponents of Eugenics.

I bring up the Aspergers not because I am discriminating (my daughter is extremely bright & is Aspergers), but because I <nd it

interesting. Aspergers kids tend to be 2 types: overly altruistic (my daughter) or agressive & all with highly black & white

thinking. It is important to pro<le who these globalists are if we are to defeat them. Creative thinking upsets their type, as does

passion & spontaneous. Ever watch the Italians beat the Germans in Soccer?
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ScottPec
Joined On 5/23/2021 1:55:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soylent green coming soon
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you know it's not already here?
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the victimized have the vote.
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sammyiammy
Joined On 10/23/2015 1:41:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember a time when the USA did not allow monopolies and then suddenly they were everywhere. When did that change and who

was responsible? I don't like government meddling, but I don't like monopolies either.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA/EPA created most of the monopolies concerning food and health. When you over regulate you squeeze out the

smaller/independent companies. That allows the larger companies to buy them out and expand. This is actually encouraged by

the government because it is easier to oversee a couple of giant corporations than it is a million mom-n-pops. This really began

to take ahold back in the 60's and 70's. Many of the existing privately owned companies where "grandfathered" in and given

exemptions for things like OSHA, EPA, and FDA compliance.

These privately owned companies were usually owned by someone 50+ years old and they were family ran/owned businesses

that were handed down through the generations. Several things happened from the 60's through the 90's that pushed these

companies out of business. One thing many people overlook was the push for higher education. The public schools

brainwashed everyone into thinking you're not successful unless you you get a degree and go work for some "BIG

CORPORATION"!

There was a stigma (shame) for you to stay home after graduating High School and learning how to run/manage the family

business. So now grandma/pa have no one to pass the business down to. That means they had to sell. Selling the business

means BRINGING IT UP TO CODES! Unless you had a very pro<table (niche) business, no large investor would consider buying a

company that needs to be torn down and rebuilt to meet all the new EPA, FDA, and OSHA regulations.

A few managed to hang in there and <nd some loopholes (they had good lawyers). That was until the 1990's and the BILL

CLINTON ADMINISTRATION (BCA)! The BCA made several changes that made making a pro<t next to impossible. First came

NAFTA. Then came the trade deal with China that mimicked NAFTA. The straw that broke the camel's back was HEALTH

INSURANCE. The BCA passed a law requiring all employers with more than 50 employees to provide health insurance. That was

the last straw for most small companies.
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jamNjim
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All of these failures have one thing in common: DEMOCRATS
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jim, the Republicans are just as guilty but conceal it more. Same 2 headed monster in a sh!t show.
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leslespower.com.au
Joined On 9/28/2021 7:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for a Fascinating view into the future Dr Mercola. Not at all sure it is as good as the presenters suggest, as you rightly

suggest, control is a serious concern, but also nutrition to name a couple.
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soylent Green is here staring us in the face, and only a small portion of the population understands what is happening.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out who owns Blackrock on <nance.yahoo.com. I am sure you'll come to a dead end sooner or later, but the little international

clique as it was called a while back is still on the way. It's time to cut the snakes head off.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete.Smith, something tells me that the criminal Tribe may not make it through the mess they have created..... WHY....letme

guess....they are corporations. And a mandate is an offer TO CONTRACT!! What if I don't accept that offer to contract...??? What

then???
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Well Leahoz, I like that you want to resist in the future, but by then it will be too late. So I'm afraid you underestimate their power

that they have been building over the last 50 years. It is immense, you can't imaging it. You can <ll books with it. It is also part of

deep state that controls already our lives, without us realizing it. And we will soon get the same Social Credit system as now in

China, and how do you resist that system?. We will all get a digital ID connected to your bank account, internet behavior, medical

record etc.

Plans are made to replace banknotes with digital money. The ID will be part of the WHO treaty, the WHO is controlled by Billy

boy Gates (WEF), so in the next pandemic they create in their bio-weapons labs, you will have mandatory vaccination under the

new WHO treaty. If you resist, you get the same treatment of what happened in Canada with the truckers, your account and

internet access will be blocked. How do you buy food, pay bills, travel, if there is only digital money, and you get blocked?

Why they have build 1000 large FEMA camps? * * * Recently it came to light that my country had signed secret treaties with the

WEF, This is very serious stuff and very undemocratic, but the main stream media don't pick this up. I'm sure other countries

have done the same, like New Zealand, Canada. The 2030 agenda is already in many state laws in the US. It shows how much

secret power the WEF got over us. If you want to resist you have to do it now.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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How do we resist Pete Smith? Even with guns. Who do you shoot? Where do you go to shoot? We can't vote them out since

these are unelected bureaucrats.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, you are wise to know a mandate is an offer to contract. It is nothing more than a request via a proclamation. This is why

I have never donned a mask. It is amazing how much you can resist if you just stand <rm. I walked around a hospital for days

without a mask. I don't know who people may have thought I was and I didn't care. I have been preaching that 30% of the people

are aware of the truth, 30% are hopeless sheep and 40% are on the fence. It is up to every one of us to convert the 40%. That is

where our power lies. However, time is very short. As the globalists achieve more of their agenda, things like mask refusal carry

less importance. We must resist and not comply in every and all ways.

The more people that courageously do not participate in this atrocity, the less control they will acquire. Hopefully, people are

starting to say enough is enough. At the grocery store yesterday, 2 people wore shirts and hats saying "we the people are

pissed". Another had a shirt with large lettering stating Lions Not Sheep. Thank God we still have millions of powerful tools still

in our hands. What matters is will the people use them properly when needed? Only 3% of the people fought the battle for

freedom and independence in the 1770s. We need to be that brave and expand our ranks much more. This is the hill to die on.

But it simply begins by just saying no and "I will not comply"!
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RenSmith, you asked: "How do we resist ?" Well this is very ditcult, because we don't know all they have prepare for us in

secret, and the media is not on our side. Even some media who know about this, they play dumb. Deep state is involved and

they own partly the media, like the CIA and the CFR do. The CFR is the one Hillary Clinton said she got her orders from. The CFR

has many media members who promote the 2030 NWO agenda. So we have to inform people of the danger as the media

doesn't, also to create a resistant group. To resist you have to create a movement, you can join dr. Robert Marlone for example,

who wants to vote WEF members out of otce.

But this is also very ditcult, as we can see in France, WEF member Macron is elected president again. Also in Germany, the

Chancellor of Germany, EU President of the European Commission, are all WEF members. In my country there are 4 WEF

members in the cabinet, including the P.M. So they are very powerful. To <ght them with violence, is NOT the answer, as they can

use that as an excuse to use the Patriot act to send us to Fema camps, just like China does with Uyghurs, or block your

bank-account. Better to <ght them with the same strategy and tactics deep state and Soros very successfully used in the

overthrown of so many countries, like Ukraine.

We can use that strategy against them. They used the CIA trained Otpor movement. We can copy that as the Otpor strategy was

successfully copied in many countries. It is quite easy to do. See how: en.wikipedia.org/.../Otpor  Scroll down to: Strategy and

tactics. Use those to resist. Other steps to do. 1) expose their evil plans, 2) inform and warn others about their evil plans, 3)

start or join a movement like dr. Malone, or ask Otis in these comments. The power is in the number. 4) Apply the Otpor tactics.

* * 17,000 Physicians and Medical Scientists joined dr Malone movement

globalcovidsummit.org/news/declaration-iv-restore-scienti<c-integrity
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earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Provincial Health Otcer Dr. Bonnie Henry is in court this week in BC Law Courts, 800 Smithe Street, Court Room 53,Vancouver, B.C.

Friday May 20, 2022 9:45am to 3:00pm. [The plaintiffs allege that Henry and the government have misrepresented the severity of

COVID-19 and that individuals’ constitutional rights were infringed by public health orders which caused many harms and restricted

their freedoms.]
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www.revolvermag.com/artist-artist-video-videos/watch-chester-benningto..  Chester Bennington and Chris Cornell, Two icons are

singing about it here Listen to the words, they were warning us They are farming babies Why were they suicided? Wake up!
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www.youtube.com/watch  Pandemic by dr creep Coronavirus prediction song from from 2013 Listen to the words
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Global News Whistleblower Anita Krishna interviews Dr Trozzi

drtrozzi.org/2022/05/17/global-news-whistleblower-anita-krishna-interv..  Anita stood up for the truth, was <red from Trudeau’s Global

News propagandists, and is now working hard to stop the covid crimes against humanity. She’s doing real journalism, which is one of

the essential foundations of a functioning free and fair democracy. Global News feeds on your stolen tax dollars from Trudeau. Sign to

stop IHR Amendments Now! Join The INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ACTION To STOP The Latest WHO' s Power Grab! TO SIGN THE

PETITION, visit: https://interestofjustice.org/
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Joined On 9/4/2007 10:58:19 AM
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rumble.com/.../v1289ad  American Conversations Hosts Christine Dolan speaks with Valerie Borek on the WHO and the potential loss

of US sovereignty pushed by the Biden administration.
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Potential??? Hah!
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FOURTH TURNING 2022  BAD MOON RISING (PART 2) www.theburningplatform.com/2022/01/23/fourth-turning-2022-bad-moon-ris..
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I read the Fourth Turning (twice) when it came out and look forward to reading your link. :)
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Wondering if estate death taxes will be paid when Bill Gates and other ultra wealthy die? He probably has an army of tax people that

has awork around. Estate taxes seem to hit hardest the reasonably successful farms, ranches, and small family businesses who are

busy working but don't have the cash Yow to keep <nancial planners constantly preparing dicuments. I know several instances of long

time family farms being hit hard by estate taxes in the greater San Francisc bay area. Sad to see them being sold off to the point they

are no longer a very viable business. Mainly high value due to location, and bought when land was much cheaper, but not providing a

bigger cash Yow. The ultra wealthy seem to get around this tax.
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"ultra wealthy seem to get around this tax" That's b/c Pres Trump and GOP congressional allies changed tax law for them
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Why should we even care what the ultra rich's tax liabilities will be? It's all been handled for them far in advance to skirt the

system the common man will not escape.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Well maybe it's time to burn their mansions down.. let's set some rabid dogs on these so called "elites". I expect they are anticipating

that the populace will turn on each other.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About 30-50% of the population is brainwashed enough to attack others.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/19/2022 7:05:56 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, there are more people willing to die to protect these people than there are people willing to kill them. With the

very accurate 5G tracking, they can usually identify the perpetrator within minutes. That's why it is imperative to refuse the

digital passports and/or chips. Whenever you leave your house, leave the cellphone at the house.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/19/2022 7:48:54 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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JamNJim: have you noticed more grocery store chains require your smart ph to be on your person to get the checkout

discounts? All the major chain stores are doing it. So 5G is a mixed bag... Yeah, the surveillance is bad, but it also brings the

food / drug store bargains. CVS is a big drug chain in the DC metro area of DC, Maryland, and Virginia. Like a LOT of ppl, I need

the bargains. Unlike you, JustSteve, and Almond I don't own arable land...
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Fortunately many of the brainwashed are oxygen starved from muzzle wearing and are frail. However, they will be the <rst to

turn their neighbors in.
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juststeve
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Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367 - right, there is a need for townies, suburbs or city situations. Over the years magazines for organics or country living

would give about 1,000 articles for homesteads or homeowner gardens to about one for more urban areas. Another thing to pop

up for people in those places even if or especially if successful many get shut down by ordinances. Also, think about the people

stuck living in their cars, under bridges, & hidden places.
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CMT367, Yeah, I smelled a rat the <rst time I saw the app being promoted at Sam's Wholesale. My wife was all gitty because

you could link to a pay app and you would have a no checkout shopping experience. I was like NO WAY HOSE! We both hate the

checkout and this would be nice to use if it was being used for the right reasons. We all know these apps are just tracking

devices.
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Mihaela4
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a question,is there any hope that still are there any institutions or organizations or governments capable to stop,<nishing this

deadly attack against humanity,i pray Lord Jesus Christ to give as more time for our children to live in peace
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You may <nd this information enlightening and helpful: David Straight Day 1 AM www.statenational.us www.youtube.com/watch

 also this one: David Straight "Con<rms it all! Lobstr QFS XRP RV Gesara Nesara, it's Here! We MUST Demand it!

www.youtube.com/watch
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What can we do? Don't let them, they say. But we have no power.
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Vertical farming can have positive outcomes. The Netherlands has been the <rst major area to utilize this technique and this

technology was adopted in Vancouver Canada and has spread to many places throughout the US. The US vertical farms are generally

closer to their market then the vegetables would otherwise be. Also some (Appharvest) recycles water from a man made lake.
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President Trump Won the 2020 election! Fraudulent Elections have Consequences. The Donald will be back in 2024!! Fix the stuff

Communist Democrats are screwing up!! I raise cows and pigs!! Cheers!!
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Cheers to you!!!! This article is so depressing, and your comment has a welcome, uplifting, hopeful vibe. Communities that have

small, local farmers are very fortunate.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump will never get reelected. Not because he won't get most of the votes, but because all elections after 2016 have been and

will continue to be rigged. It's already happening AGAIN in Pennsylvania. The same BS shenanigans that happened in 2020 to

get Biden elected is happening again today. They had 20+ thousand mail-in ballots that were somehow "accidentally" printed

wrong so they must be counted by hand now (machine can't count them). Then another voting precinct "mysteriously" had all

the thumb drives the votes are collected on fail so they now have to be taken to an authorized governmental I.T. oversight to

have the votes collected (changed to Democrat vote).

What it boils down to is the Republicans that are winning in these districts have a strong chance of winning the Nov election.

There are 3+ Republicans in each of these districts and the Democrats want someone they know they can beat to get the

nomination. It's only happening in the districts that the Democrats know they have a chance of winning. WHAT A

COINCIDENCE!!! Until we go back to voting in person like we did for over 100 years this will never change. These battle ground

states like PA will always go to the Democrats even though the majority of voters that turned out to vote were Republican.
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Dca1277& Pat Bell Smith: Off topic? But since you are, whom would you choose? It’s easy to criticize.
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Pat Bell Smith
Joined On 2/21/2008 6:03:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@dca.wow well said! I’m gonna screenshot that so I can repeat it to my Bible friends who still think that man will be their savior. It

boggles my mind how Bible ppl especially can think trump is their answer when he’s got 666 right on the front of his building and in

almost every picture of him he’s making the Freemason signs. Clearly a puppet of Rothschild and certainly not a savior.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. It is hidden in plain site isn’t it? And there’s so so much more I could add. The US fakes a fake stolen election, Biden’s

handlers plot every economically destructive thing to damage the poor and middle class, then the people beg for T to return.

He’s also old. How about some fresh unspoiled true patriot? Nope, gotta give over our sovereignty to the beast system and

<nally beast boy himself.
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Trumpty Dumpty was bought out and bailed out and owned by Roth’s Child, but people are duped by the whole fake Good cop vs. Bad

cop US political system. This is really easy stuff to see if you have any common sense. He has no US Constitutiinal or international

government knowledge and sounded just as incoherent as sleepy Joe. And yet biblically ignorant people are begging for their “king” to

come back. Mind boggling.
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How is this related to the Dr. Mercola article? I think you are on the wrong site.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Vikiqq all related and very relevant.
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It is a sin to make any person an idol. Humans are all weak. No one is coming to save us.
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When will people ever learn that you cannot get to any high level in politics without being bought and sold many times over and

totally corrupt. It is never permitted. No exceptions. Even Rand Paul is theater.
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When Jesus the Messiah of the Jews, but Head of the Gentile Church, told His Apostles the signs of the end (and God is not stupid

man whose mouthes are <lled with lies) he warned that Jacob’s trouble was coming and there was never and would never be again

.....a time in history as horrible and devastating as what is coming upon the Earth. I’ve known this for 43 years and am telling you, once

again, that this agenda is not even possible to stop. So the silly ones who think we can vote them out, storm their compounds, arrest

them, outsmart them, are thinking as children. You need to accept that there is no other God, but Jesus Christ, Who died for us vile

sinners, and repent and change your whole mindset. He is returning for His Church soon, and then the wrath of the Lamb will be

poured out on these wicked and we get to safely watch it all play out. Hallelujah, can’t wait!
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Dr Mercola states "totalitarism system" but here www.theepochtimes.com/how-communism-actually-works_4475236.html  is the

story of how this agenda is communism and it's frightening how many of our leaders are pushing us to communism.
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The only answer to put a stop to this diabolical take-over and control, is faith in Jesus Christ. The prophets predicted this. it is going to

get worse and worse and more evil until Jesus comes back as King of kings and Lord of Lords with those who had faith in him. Until

then, learn how to grow you own food and if possible raise your own animals for food. David said in Psalm 37:25  " I have been young,

and now am old; yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread"
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Finishing my comments... Are small animal farms, romanticized as "regenerative", the answer to feed over 7 billion humans?, no they

are not. They will accommodate maybe 200 million humans who are rich enough to afford the true costs of those animal products, or,

raise and slaughter their own farm animals. I do not believe that that "regenerative" solves the ongoing problem of animal agriculture

in every way. But it does make those humans who harken to hundreds of years ago when animals were all 'raised naturally", and

salivate over the taste of those animal products.

And, make human needs more important than other animal lives. I believe the answer is a massive reduction in the amounts of Yesh

and blood that all humans seem to be addicted to. GMO burgers are not the solution, even though I believe a "vegan" world would be

exactly what God intended for us to be--kind, loving, compassionate and peaceful. Most humans do not want to stop eating animal

products, regardless of the exploitation and suffering of those animals. But at the very least, severely reducing the amount of animals

raised, bred, raped, slaughtered against their wills, and eaten, to say 50%--half of what humans eat right now-- will make a difference.

GMO burgers are not the solution, even though I believe a "vegan" world would be exactly what God intended for us to be--kind, loving,

compassionate, and peaceful. Not murderers of his animal children. How can we ever have peace in the world when we eat a violent

diet??. "for meat destroy not the work of God". Watch the documentary "Earthlings" and see if the animals are enjoying their moments.

Peace.
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I understand what is said in the article and what has been going on for many years. I also have a different viewpoint in many ways. I

believe Covid woke a lot of humans up to what was important and missing in their lives. Without Covid, which affected everyone, it

would have just been business as normal. It took a major fear/health/crisis to get humans to pay attention and change, something. I

am aware that Covid was a weaponized Yu... With the fertilizer/food issues there is also the positive side. Humanity needs to get back

to appreciating the small farmers, and also our ability to have our own gardens.

Americans are very spoiled with an abundance of everything including foods (even the unhealthy ones). We are comfortable going to

the store(s) twice a week and always <nding what we want to eat is readily available. Yet only 1% or less of us have the ability and

skills to provide food for ourselves. We have become very lazy in the past 150 years and completely co-dependent on stores and

supermarkets. We have no connection with the earth, or with our food. And I am aware that some of us do go to farmers markets. I

bought a box of organic walnuts from a grower in California and it was nice to deal directly with them.

As a whole food vegan I am aware that animal agriculture has been destroying and polluting the environment for many years. Factory

farms are certainly horri<c places for animals and humans alike. However, we must also look at humanity and understand that factory

farms exist because humans kept demanding more and more Yesh and blood, dairy products, and eggs. Factory farms serve to feed

that massive demand for 70 Billion worldwide farm animals killed. It is truly a worldwide habit and addiction for most humans, who

excuse and justify it in multiple ways. I will <nish my comment again....
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Factory farms exist because the Clinton Administration and the FDA passed new regulations that couldn't be overseen by the

FDA. There were too many small meat processors. Remember the "E-COLI EPIDEMIC" of the 1990's?. Turns out to be just

another PLANDEMIC. The FDA had just approved several new proton pump inhibitors (Prilosec) and it was the latest drug fad

for heartburn and acid reYux. PPI's shut down acid production in the stomach. Stomach acid is your <rst line of defense against

bacteria. So people were getting food poisoning from EVERYTHING! But, the Libs ran their usual BS propaganda adds on MSM

like NBC with the fear mongering tactics that "you're all going to get sick and die if we don't make MAJOR changes to the food

industry!" The propaganda artist won, they passed strict new FDA regulations, and failed to be able to inspect the thousands of

meat processors dotted across the USA.

SO! They shut them down! That means a local cattle farmer has to truck his cattle to a commercial (corporate owned) meat

processor and right next door is a CAFO (con<ned animal feeding operation). The cattle get staged at these CAFO's for weeks

before <nally getting slaughtered. During those weeks of con<nement, they are fed a 100% grain based diet that produces

MASSIVE amounts of greenhouse gases (methane).

So now we have ANOTHER CRISIS created by the Liberaltards. Just DEREGULATE the meat processing and let small farming

communities rebuild their local meat processing plants. Problem solved. It'll never happen because we have too many

brainwashed sheeple who buy into these government problem solving projects and they really believe the government cares

about them. The Clinton Administration created this problem and the Obama/Biden Administration is building on the gullibility

of the sheeple to go even further down this DISASTROUS rabbit hole they call "The Green New Deal". Like they say, never let a

crisis go to waste.
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Where's the "Highest Refusal Rate Ever" article? I've tried several times and all I get is a 'food' article. WHY!
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